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An unforgettable image from

Last Year at Last Year at MarienbadMarienbad

Where … what … was this place,               
where the people cast shadows                   

but the trees did not?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_Year_at_Marienbad


The parterre of the Nymphenburg Palace
… in Munich.

But the film and the design of the park … they were French.  

The setting in Alain Renais’s 1961 film was an 18th-century garden 
designed by Dominique Gerard, a pupil of André Le Nôtre
And Le Nôtre was the gardener of Louis XIV.  

Le Notre’s Vaux-le-Vicomte, 
Versailles, Tuileries

Nymphenburg Palace

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9_Le_N%C3%B4tre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nymphenburg_Palace


The Luxembourg Gardens
Le Nôtre in turn was influenced by Jacques 

Boyceau, the designer of the parterres at the 
Luxembourg Palace – the 17th-century Paris 

retreat of Marie de Medici. 

Variously a setting for royal frolic, a 
revolutionary prison, residence of                   
Napoleon, and now of the Senate,                                

the result is a French Baroque                     
playground for the rest of us.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Boyceau


Serene, formal, refined –
a place more for promenade 

than picnic. 

A small green chair.

Like an actor without lines,                      
at a pause in the                           

motion of the play.



Passively observed and                           
quietly appreciated.

Nature and art disciplined to                            
create a composition of                                         

power and control. 



Emotion found more in stone than in nature.

Medici Fountain



Haussmann in Paris.

Monet: Parc Monceau

.

They were done in the 
English Style.  Maybe 
because in the 1840s 

Napoleon III was in 
exile in London when  

Regents Park was 
opened to the public.   

Baron Haussmann, 
preferred geometry.  

But – brilliantly –
Haussmann’s park 

designers JeanJean--
Charles Charles AlphandAlphand
and Jean-Pierre 

Barillet-Deschamps
seduced Parisians with 

romantic landscapes.    

And then no large new parks would And then no large new parks would 
be built in Paris for a centurybe built in Paris for a century.

Eventually, a reaction. 

In the mid-19th century, 
Emperor Napoleon III 

oversaw the greatest park 
expansion in the city’s history 

– from 47 to 4,500 acres

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Charles_Alphand 


Next: President Mitterrand’s Grand Projets. In 1982, 
the French government reclaimed the slaughter-
houses of La Villette for the city’s largest park (25 
ha/62 ac).  Bernard Tschumi’s deconstructivist
design was meant “to produce sites of alternative 
social practice that challenged the expected use 
values.” Oh, oh.

Back to the Royal Style: abstract geometry, seg-
mented theme gardens, and an experience more 
intellectual than recreational. Paris built a ‘royal park’
in a working-class district.

www.greg.org

http://www.gardenvisit.com/history_theory/library_online_ebooks/architecture_city_as_landscape/review_parc_de_la_villette_tom_turner
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Tschumi 
http://greg.org/archive/2008/03/11/ceci_nest_pas_un_satelloon.html


A decade later,                                                 
another park would open in the            

diagonally opposite corner of the city. 

“Diagonal” being the operative word.



ParcParc AndrAndréé CitroCitroëënn

Google Earth 



The Citroën car factory operated on 
the banks of the Seine until the 1970s.                         

In 1992, 24 hectares (59 acres)                      
re-emerged as Parc André Citroën.                 

French landscape designers Gilles 
Clément and Alain Provost provided 

the intellectual ballast.  The design 
would have  four themes: artifice, 

architecture, movement and nature.  
Explanations would be necessary.

Along the edge of the park are a series 
of intimate greenhouse garden rooms -
the "Jardins sériels" - each involving a 

sense (scent, sight, touch, taste and 
hearing, with one garden to represent 

the “sixth sense” intuition), and each 
corresponding to a different colour. 

The use of water and rigorously 
clipped horticulture echo                             

the French Baroque.

http://www.larch.umd.edu/DSW/LARC_263_Examples/Parc_Andre_Citroen_Site.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilles_Cl%C3%A9ment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilles_Cl%C3%A9ment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alain_Provost


The park is a tour de The park is a tour de 
force of design force of design -- and and 

the willingness to the willingness to 
spend large amounts of spend large amounts of 
money in construction,                                       money in construction,                                       

and even more on and even more on 
maintenance.  maintenance.  

Paris allocates eight Paris allocates eight 
times more on its parks times more on its parks 

than other citiesthan other cities..

And it shows.And it shows.



The rest of Parc André Citroën invites contemplation.   



But save for 
the great lawn 

and water 
feature on 

warm days, 
there is a 

curious, and 
sometimes 

uncomfortable, 
absence of 

people.



Given that the French always like a good 
controversy, these contemporary parks 
(including Parc de Bercy) provide plenty.  

The New York-based Project for Public 
Spaces has placed Parc André Citroën in its 
Hall of Shame: “A 35-acre park that is 
barely more hospitable than the car factory 
it replaced.”

“The entire periphery of the park is a series 
of fussy little design vignettes that fail to 
accommodate people's normal uses, such 
as sitting in groups or even just watching 
other people. Various theme gardens, 
follies, and grade-separated paths restrict 
the user experience to one monotonous act: 
looking at objects.”

[The comments that follow, however, 
passionately disagree.]

So where are the people?

http://www.pps.org/great_public_spaces/one?public_place_id=718


On Sundays, they are sitting along the         
stone banks of the Seine …



… or enjoying the asphalt.



In 1967, Georges 
Pompidou had turned 
the Right Bank into a 
"voie rapide“ - a high-
speed expressway.



This is Paris Respire

But after the election in 
2001 of Mayor Bertrand 
Delanoë, car space was 

transformed into beachfront. 
- Paris-Plage, a riverside 

festival and beach party 
(above), takes place in 

summer between the Pont 
des Arts and Ile Saint-Louis.

During the rest of the year, 
on Sundays and holidays 

from 9 am to 5 pm, the 
expressways are turned 

over to those on feet, bike 
and blade.

http://www.pps.org/great_public_spaces/one?public_place_id=997


A time for the city to take a breath.



As Parisians have started to use public space in different 
ways, Paris has needed a different kind of park.

Less passive and separate, more active and connected.



A park like …

Promenade 
Plantée

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Promenade_Plant%C3%A9e


In a city where there is no free space and no cheap land, Paris 
constructed a 4.5 km-long elevated park on an abandoned                   

19th-century railway viaduct that runs from the Opéra Bastille
to the Bois de Vincennes through the 12th arrondissement.

Designed by Jacques Vergely and Philippe Mathieux.



Opened in 2000, Opened in 2000, 
the the Promenade Promenade 
PlantPlantééee is now is now 

heavily used and  heavily used and  
much loved.  much loved.  

http://www.boston.com/beyond_bigdig/cases/paris/index.shtml




The Promenade puts to rest any myth  
that the French won’t do anything that 

might make them sweat.



Never before in Paris have 
there been so many discrete, 
connected pathways for self-
propelled people, to run, to 
roll, for transport, pleasure 
and health.  

Until recently, parks were 
passive, sidewalks too 
crowded.  The woods (the 
bois) and the boulevards 
accommodated the horse, the 
bicycle, and then the car.   

But now, in this latest 
iteration, Paris is designing 
more for foot, bike and blade.  
Progressively it is 
transforming more space, 
adding hundred of kilometres
of bike routes, lanes and 
paths, and creating “Zones 
Verte” - super slow, heavily-
mixed use street scenes.

Zones Verte

http://www.pps.org/info/newsletter/june2005/paris
http://www.canada.com/montrealgazette/news/story.html?id=c13074bd-8d29-40d1-85a0-147e13e3c7ee&k=9867


Parisians, more than most urban dwellers, have taken to 
inline skates. Even in places where skateboards would be 
expected to dominate, the kids are on blades.



So, it seems, is everyone on …

Friday-evening Randonnées

Parisians turned roller-blading into a mass cultural display, using the city as a stage.

Every week, some 12,000 to15,000 inline skaters
assemble at a public piazza, and then, 

accompanied by police on blades, they skate en 
masse through the streets of their city. 

Click on the video “Paris 2012” when linked here. 
This randonnée took place on March 11, 2005, at 

the time Paris was bidding for                     
the Summer Olympics.

http://www.pari-roller.com/index.php?p=17&a=1


Above is a 
randonnée

marked out in 
photographs taken 
by the participants 

along the route, 
and then posted 

on to Google 
Earth. 

Click here to go to the Visual 
Travel Guide, and then click on 
the item circled in red above.  If 

you have Google Earth installed, 
a map will automatically be 

generated with the photo dots 
showing where each associated 

thumbnail occurred.  

PariPari RollerRoller

http://www.pari-roller.com/index.php?p=101
http://www.visualtravelguide.com/France-Paris-Randonnee-Roller-et-Coquillages.kml


Passerelle Simone-de-Beauvoir

As the city administration takes more initiatives 
to discourage auto use within the city, it is also 
building more alternative ways of connecting, 
like …

On July 13, 2006, Paris inaugurated the 37th

bridge to cross the Seine – at a cost of 21 
million Euros.  But this bridge accommodates 
only those on foot, bike and blade. 

Paris has created yet another urban icon. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passerelle_Simone-de-Beauvoir


The lens-shaped structure has no supports in the river,      
joining each bank at various levels.



The passerelle and library 
are just part of the Rive 

Gauche urban-renewal area.

The allocation of space to 
each mode of transport along 

the major arterial nicely 
illustrates Parisian transport 

priorities.  



If Rive Gauche was served      
primarily by car, it would remain an      

island of urban renewal.  But in addition to a      
new Metro line, the district is connected to the 

rest of the city by the Vélib’ bike-sharing 
system – part of the pulse of Paris. 

[Click the animation above to see the use of 
Vélib’ based on the number of bikes      

at each station.]   

http://www.pricetags.ca/pricetags/pricetags101.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLJ2KnrPfxk&eurl=http://www.girardin.org/fabien/tracing/velib/


This is the story of Paris today: a city tying itself together  
through overlapping modes of movement …

… building new kinds of infrastructure to make connections 
among its great public spaces.

For instance, the Passerelle Simone-de-Beauvoir connects 
the Bibliothèque nationale de France on the Left Bank with 
the Parc de Bercy on the Right.



So Rive Gauche is now only a quarter kilometre
from the Parc de Bercy.  And the Parc is only a 
kilometre from the Promenade Plantée.  Which is 
only a kilometre from Paris-Plage.

From the quais along the Right Bank, it is just over a 
kilometre to the Luxembourg Gardens.  Five more 
kilometres (via diagonal boulevards) to Parc André
Citroën. 

From Marie de Medici to Simone de Beauvoir, from Le 
Nôtre to Derrida, from passive to active …



Roll on, Paris, rollez.
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